
 

Aviator
712-80 Great Lakes

$13.00/sq. ft.

712-25 -
Morning Light

712-32 - Flight
Gloves

712-35 -
Bomber Jacket

712-36 -
Wingspan

712-44 -
Evening Sun

712-45 - Prairie 712-67 -
Landscape

712-80 - Great
Lakes

712-90 -
Stormy Skies

APPLICATION  Upholstery

CONTENT

 

Full grain leather, full aniline
dyed.

With any distress leather such
as Aviator one can expect
natural and distressed color
variations. Color variations (or
color highs and lows) are
natural characteristics,
enhancing Aviator's depth and
dimension resulting in a
beautifully worn and rustic
appearance. These variations
are considered to be
acceptable in this quality.

WEIGHT  3.00 ounces per square foot

FINISH  Light protective

ORIGIN  Italy

FLAME RESISTANCE

 

NFPA 260 (UFAC Class 1),
California TB 117-2013
Section 1 compliant



 

SUSTAINABILITY

 

Aviator is processed using low
emission tanning formulas with
vegetable agents, oils, and
natural fat liquors and features
a water based finish. European
LIFE Award for water
treatment facility. Third party
certified, SCS Indoor
Advantage™ Gold. Meets
BIFMA 7.4.4.

Based on disclosure from the
supplier this product does not
contain harmful chemicals
listed on the Red List.

Free of intentionally added
PFAS chemicals. For inquiries
or requests for specific skus
with PFAS-Free inventory,
please contact
hbftextilesservice@hbf.com.
For more info refer to our
PFAS-Free Patterns - FAQ
(PDF) listed under "other"
downloads on this detail page.

NOTES

 

Natural characteristics such as
healed scars, insect marks and
other signatures of nature add
character and beauty to this
leather. Natural color
variations may occur within the
same dye lot.

All leathers are sold by the
square foot with a minimum
purchase of one hide per
colorway per order.

Average hide size of Aviator is
45-50 sq. ft.

PRICE | GRADE

 

$13.00 | Minimum purchase of
one hide per colorway per
order must be met | HBF
Grade LEATHER III

PRICE LIST  Go to price list

DOWNLOAD

 

Fabric Product Documents
Maintenance
Sustainability Statement
Sustainability Certification
Summary
SCS Indoor Advantage™
Certificate
Sustainable Contents

OTHER
 
Other
PFAS-Free Patterns - FAQ

https://www.hbftextiles.com//pricelists
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1578414340/HBF%20Textiles/Maintenance/Maintenance_Leathers.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1617993557/HBF%20Textiles/Sustainability/Sustainability.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1687277511/HBF%20Textiles/Sustainability/HBFTextilesSustainabilityCertificationSummary.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1687277511/HBF%20Textiles/Sustainability/HBFTextilesSustainabilityCertificationSummary.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1696058016/HBF%20Textiles/Sustainability/SCSIndoorAdvantageGoldTextilesCertificate.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1696058016/HBF%20Textiles/Sustainability/SCSIndoorAdvantageGoldTextilesCertificate.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1696058638/HBF%20Textiles/Price%20Lists/SustainableContents.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hni-corporation/image/upload/v1676404698/HBF%20Textiles/Price%20Lists/HBFT_PFAS_FAQ.pdf

